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Weather
Today: Increasing
cloudiness with a
high in the upper 30s. (Jp

Pick your residence hall,
but not your room.

CCHA quarterfinal action:
BG at Lake Superior.
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BG Mid Am bank robbed
No shots fired,
gunman at large
by Eileen McNamara
city editor
Bowling Green police and
the FBI are still investigating the city's first bank
robbery in more than 20
years.
Mid American National
Bank & Trust Co. University Banking Center, 1480 E.
Wooster St., was robbed
late Thursday morning
after bank employees and
about six customers were
taken to a back room at
gunpoint. No shots were
fired.
Authorities declined to
release any of the witnesses'names.
Mid Am representatives
refused to comment.
According to police reports, a man entered the
bank shortly before 10 am.
with a nickel-plated revolver in his hand. He led
everyone into a back room
and told them to lock the
door from the inside. He
then took an unspecified
amount of money from the
cash drawers.
The man left the building
westbound on foot, reportedly getting into a latermodel dark blue van driven
by a black male.
The suspect is described
as a black male, mid-20s,
thin to medium build, with a
mole on his left cheek and
some witnesses said he had
a moustache. He was wearing a dark-hooded sweatshirt.
Authorities were able to
obtain pictures of the suspect from video cameras in
the bank, according to FBI
Special Agent Mike Rolf
and Bowling Green Det.
Sgt. Brad Conner.
See Robbery, page three.

Teens' families
file suit against
several parties
by Snarl L.Veleba
court reporter

The BG NcwiX'hrU llawlry

Mid American National Bank & Trust Co.'s branch office at 1480 E. Wooster St. was robbed by an
armed man at about 10 a.m. Thursday. A police officer involved in the Investigation said It was the
first bank robbery In Bowling Green In at least 20 years.

The families of three Bowling
Green teenagers killed in a Liberty Township car accident two
years ago have filed a complaint
against the driver of the car involved, the Village of Portage, a
police officer, Liberty Township
public officials and a Flndlay
business.
The families of Bowling Green
High School students Tiina Pank
sepp, Kevin Wolfe and Stephanie
Sanders have filed the 17-count
complaint against Douglas Rath,
of Pemberville, Kevin Thornbury, a Portage police officer,
and the Village of Portage.
The Liberty Township
trustees, Paul Adams, 13861 Portage Road, Portage; John Heringshaw, 7770 Range Line Road, Rudolph; and Leroy Chamberlain,
9066 Mitchell Road, Rudolph are
named as defendents collectively
and individually.
None of the plaintiffs or defendants could be reached for comment.
William C. Caughey, the attorney who will try the case in
court, said while he has not arrived at a specific monetary award in the case, he will eventually ask for a very high sum.
"It's going to be several million
dollars, I'll tell you that," he said.
"When it gets to the damage
phase of the claim, I can't be specific at this time."
The complaint states the plaintiffs demand a judgment against
all the defendants "in a sum in
excess of $25,000."
Caughey said a jury trial was
requested, and the case will go
before Common Pleas Court
Judge Donald DeCessna. DeCessna was not available for comment.
Named in the complaint are
Jaak Panksepp, administrator of

"It's going to be several
million dollars, I'll tell
you that. When it gets
to the damage phase of
the claim, I can't be
specific at this time."
William C. Caughey,
attorney
the estate of Tiina Panksepp;
Robert F. Wolfe, administrator of
the estate of Kevin M. Wolfe; and
Thomas M. Sanders, administrator of the estate of Stephanie L.
Sanders. Jaak Panksepp is also
listed in the complaint separately. Cincinnati Insurance Company is also listed as a plaintiff in
the complaint.
The family of Margaret Quinn,
a fourth teenager killed in the
crash, is not a party to the complaint.
"Apparently, the Qulnns decided they didn't want to go
through this. It's a tragic thing,"
Caughey said.
He said a survivor of the accident is not in the complaint because her statute of limitations
does not begin until she becomes
18. She then has a two-year
period in which to file a claim.
While Rath could not be
reached for comment, his
mother, who declined to give her
name, said she thinks the complaint is unjust.
"It's not fair. He's paid. I can't
say anymore," she said.
Rath was determined to have
been driving under the Influence
at the time of the accident. He
served time in jail for the
offense.
Caughey said the defendants
See Teem, page three.

Religious leaders Newspaper blamed in tip to cult
back lifting of ban
by Chip Brown
The Associated Press

by Kim I. Mills
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Leaders of
several religious groups endorsed on Wednesday an end to
the military's ban on homosexuals and voiced support for a gay,
lesbian and bisexual march on
Washington next month.
"As religious people, we recognize and embrace the gay and
lesbian community for what they
are," said Rabbi Lynne F. Landsberg, associate director of the
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism. "They are not the
enemy. They are us, and we are
them."
Landsberg said "family values" and other phrases had been
used as code words to legitimize
prejudices, including fear of homosexuality.
"We cannot condone any of
this. For we have seen it all before."
Landsberg spoke at a news
conference during a meeting of
Interfaith Impact for Justice and

Peace, a religious lobby that represents more than 30 churches
and religious organizations nationwide.
"We look upon the upcoming
march on Washington as one way
in which those supportive of the
civil rights for all persons, regardless of their sexual orientation, can join together to support
one another in that effort," said
Kay Dowhower, spokeswoman
for the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America's Governmental Affairs Office.
The march is scheduled for
April 25.
The Rev. John R Deckenback,
a leader in the United Church of
Christ, handed out copies of a letter from his church to President
Clinton supporting his "courageous stand" on homosexuals in
the military.
Other religious groups represented at the news conference
were Homeland Ministries, the
Unitarian Universallst Church of
America and the American
•Friends Service Committee.

WACO, Texas - A federal agent wounded
in a gun battle at the Branch Davidian compound claims in a lawsuit that somebody at
the local newspaper tipped cult members to
the raid. The newspaper denied the allegation.
Agents have said all along they believed a
tip shortly before the raid last month by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
ruined the element of surprise and led to a
virtual ambush that left four agents dead
and 16 wounded.

John T. Risenhoover, a 29-year-old ATF
agent, claimed in a lawsuit filed Wednesday
that a Waco Tribune-Herald employee called
cult leader David Koresh and warned him
about the weapons raid. No employee was
named in the lawsuit.
Risenhoover was shot and wounded In the
ankle and hip. The lawsuit seeks unspecified
damages for hospital costs and mental anguish.
"We categorically deny that any of our
people informed those in the compound of
any pending ATF action," said Bob Lott, editor of the newspaper.
At least two cult members died in gunfights on Feb. 28. More than 100 people have

been holed up inside ever since.
On Wednesday, the FBI said nearly half
the 88 adults inside have said they want to
come out but are watching the treatment of
those who left earlier before making any
move. Seventeen children are also believed
inside.
Four adults and 21 children have left since
the siege began.

The day before the raid, the newspaper
began publishing the results of an eightmonth investigation of the Davidians, suggesting the doomsday cult was amassing an
arsenal of weapons.

Phone mixup gives scouts 'bad' name
by Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press
LIMA, Ohio - Callers who
didn't know a Lima-area Girl
Scout organization had
changed its telephone number
were greeted for several
months by a woman's voice inviting them to a sex party.

The Appleseed Ridge Girl
Scout Council's former tollfree number was
1-800-223-4475. The last seven
digits of that number spell
"bad girl" when linked to the
letters above the numbers on a
telephone.
The council changed the
number in August after several
obscene telephone calls were

made to the council's office.
The number then was given
to a national telephone sex service. It also continued to be
listed as the council's number
in telephone directories for
Lima and several other Northwest Ohio communities which
were printed before the change
was made.
Callers from the area

covered by the council who did
not know about the change will
not be surprised by the sex
service's message any more.
That is because a block has
been placed on the number for
calls from the 419 area code,
which covers northwest Ohio.
Anyone who dials the counSee rhone, page three.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
Ohio Attorney General Lee Fisher recently
launched a state-wide tour that would put any
rock band to shame.
The politician dropped by last week to inform the
community what his office does for Ohio residents,
yet we have to wonder about his real intentions.
Though a first glance may lead some to label this
merely an aggressive public relations push, Fisher
seems sincere enough, what with all his talk about
keeping a campaign promise and wanting to eliminate taxpayer's images of a bureaucratic government that doesn't do anything for them.
Maybe his state tours are doing mid-sized communities like Bowling Green some good, but it's
probably doing more for Fisher.
There's a lot of talk about him running for governor in the next race, and this get-to-know-thetaxpayer-personally stuff certainly won't hurt him at
the polls.
All he needs now is a whistle stop campaign and
some sign-stealing thugs for the rally.
Don't get run over at the tracks.
**•
An E.A.R. note to all the poor folks who, for
whatever unfortunate reasons (no money, fear of flying, no money, job responsibilities, did we mention
no money?), will be spending their spring "vacation"
right here in Bowling Green - do NOT, under any
circumstances, trust a weatherperson, meteorologist
or such.
Every dreaded winter season, it seems, we're
warned with constant television interruptions and
winter storm advisories about a jumbo, runaway
snow storm that will make Northwest Ohio look like a
scene out of the cannibal-fest "Alive." Then we get
well over a millimeter's worth.
And eventually, those same omniscient prognosticators reassure us with a harmless prediction, the infamous "light dusting" of snow. So, of course, the
next day we find ourselves buried under a foot of the
white wet stuff, and, no matter how hard we try, we
can't make it to class.
Hmm... maybe these guys aren't so bad after all.
*••
And for all you who do have big travel plans for
this week and are still on the BGSU campus for some
odd purpose, here's a little advice: Make sure to
practice safe everything - sex, driving, sunbathing,
etal.
With any luck, you will be returning to spring in
Bowling Green!
Which probably means another foot of snow.
Anyway, have a great break.
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Gunn murder opens debate
Pro-life camp should continue its effort to protect the unborn
of difficult when you're being ripped apart
or being burned by saline solution.

A sad tragedy occurred on March 10 in
Pensacola, Fla. Dr. David Gunn was killed by
pro-life extremist Michael Griffin. Pro-life
advocate groups do not condone this intolerant behavior, and all condemned it.
This one incident doesn't portray the prolife movement This man represented himself and nobody else. It is just a sad fact that
there is an extremist in every movement and
part of society.
The murder of an abortionist isn't justified
to eliminate the six to 12 abortions that
would have been performed. As the old saying goes, "Two wrongs don't make a right."
As much as I am pro-life, I cannot tolerate
the murder of an abortionist, no matter what
the excuse. It is very hypocritical to say "I
am pro-life," and then murder as Griffin has
done. The pro-life movement must do away
with such tactics as Griffin's - following
abortion doctors to their homes, disturbing
their loved ones and doing damage to abortion clinics.
All of this is against the law, and if you
break the law, you pay for the crime committed
Florida's state attorney, Curtis Golden,
expects to seek the death penalty for Michael Griffin. This I would support, but
there seems to be a little hypocrisy here.
You don't see state attorneys seeking the
death penalty for all murderers.
Just because he is a pro-life person and
commits a murder, should he get the death
penalty? Many who commit murder don't get
the death penalty, and many still go free
back into society. Pro-life groups need to
continue the effort to preserve the life of the
unborn. It needs to be continued in a way
that is constructive, not destructive.
It needs to be done by educating people
that there is life in the womb, and that it isn't
just a piece of medical tissue - that there is a
beating heart inside the womb and the unborn baby has little hands and feet The

GUEST
COLUMN
Rick Hackbarth
protest should continue so that there is a
voice, but not with the pushing and shoving.
Most importantly, it should be done with the
power of the vote. Elect people that make a
stand for life.
People of pro-choice say that the unborn
shouldn't be conceived unless they are born
into suburbia and a perfect environment. It's
unrealistic to expect all to be born into those
conditions.

"Florida's state attorney, Curtis
Golden, expects to seek the
death penalty for Michael
Griffin. This I would support,
but there seems to be a little
hypocrisy here. You don't see
state attorneys seeking the death
penalty for all murderers."

Now, not all of us were born into those
conditions. It's just the utopians-in-mind expecting unrealistic expectations for everyone to support their views.
Does a fetus have rights, and does he or
she suffer pain? The fetus, or the unborn
child, does have a right He or she just can't
speak for him or herself. After all, it is kind

It is a fact that unborn babies can and do
feel pain, and it is also a fact that they are
sensitive to sound and to light Physicians
are now actually able to stimulate them into
action and can teach them how to respond.
In the third trimester, a baby is able to cry.
If you just dont want to believe it, you
should go to the library and read the books
about pregnancy.
Here is a hypothetical scenario, just to
prove a point
A pregnant woman is robbing a grocery
store, using a gun. A policeman walks into
the store, and then, at the exact same time,
the woman puts her gun to the head of the
helpless, innocent clerk.
She accidentally shoots the clerk, thus
compelling the officer to shoot her. She
manages to hold on and lives and has the
baby, but it is delivered with a deformity.
The newly bom child is then allowed to sue
the police officer or the police force for excessive use of force.
This gives him or her rights as an unborn
baby.
This case is an example of a true story that
was given on the "Donahue" show.
Pro-choice people have to come to the personal realization that fetuses are not just big
blobs of medical tissue. That "unwanted"
life is just as precious as the so-called "wanted"Ufe.
Half of us on this campus and in this country weren't planned pregnancies, and you
should be thankful that you weren't aborted.
Rick Hackbarth is a columnist and writes
occasionally for The News. His views do not
necessarily represent those of this publication.
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I opinions through letters to the editor and guest
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antain the writer's telephone number and address,
pilus class rank, occupation, major, and home town.
Send all submissions to CotineH Barrett,
Jpinlon Editor, The BG News, 210 West Hall,

Ignorance slaps hockey in face
To the Editor:
I have a question to ask Mark
Leonard Dechant: If you have
never been a big fan of hockey,
why did you even bother bashing
a sport you obviously know nothing about?
Here's a list of some "cool"
things you left out
□ Breakaways and penalty
shots. One on one. No other sport
has
anything that equals the
excitement.
□ Bone crushing body checks.
Hard to believe that you got
called for a foul in basketball for
merely putting two hands on the
person you're guarding. Then
again, we don't want to hurt
anyone, now, do we?

□ Little player favoritism by
ref s. In hockey, if you commit an
infraction, you're in the penalty
box, regardless of who you are!
_) Finally, defense. Something
NHLers take pride in is the
plus/minus system. Every time a
player is on the ice and his team
scores, he gets a plus, and when
the opposing team scores, he gets
a minus.
Hopefully, some people's ignorance and stereotyping wont
discourage hockey from flourishing, as it has begun to recently
and in the years to come.
Timothy Mlnnecl
Freshman
Pre-Journalism

CLARIFICATION
In the Tues., March 16 issue of
The BG News, the story entitled
"Groups unhappy with funding,"
misquoted Angle Shoup, coexecutive producer of the Campus Connection television show.

She was quoted as saying that no
organization can raise $1,000 in
one year.
The story should have stated
$4,000. The News regrets the error.

Heritage of
Irish people
disregarded
in column
To the Editor
I sat in shock and disgust as
I read the column "Irish explain their heritage" in your
newspaper on Wed, March
17.
It is repulsive to think that
The News would allow Mr.
Barren and Ms. McNamara to
prostitute my heritage in order to "celebrate" St.
Patrick's Day.
The portrayal of the Irish
as whiskey-drinking fools is
the most bigoted article I
have ever read in The News.
And to make light of the potato famine of the 1840s is a
blatant disregard for the
deaths of one third of Ireland's population and emigration of another third

There is nothing humorous
about a holocaust (I say "holocaust" because the English
landlords still made a profit
from Irish farms that they
had stolen.)
And Mr. Barrett's mockery
of Hiberno-English fails to
comprehend the extent of
English colonization of Ireland and persecution of the
Irish
Irishmen and Irishwomen
were forbidden to speak their
native language and freely
practice Catholicism. Eucharist was practiced in hiding
until the Catholic emancipation of the 19th Century.
Before making a travesty
of the struggle for Irish freedom, Mr. Barrett and Ms.
McNamara should read "The
Uncivil Wars" and "Biting at
the Grave" by Padraig 0"Malley, "One Day in My Life" by
Bobby Sands and "Formations of Violence" by Allen
Feldman.
Go raibh maith agat
Sean M. Dlseart
Senior
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Housing system to change
Computerized registration denies specific room requests
made much more efficient with
the use of computers.
Students will now fill out a
computer scan sheet in which

by Ginger Phillips
general assignment reporter

Students who have become attached to their current rooms in
residence halls may be disappointed to learn they cannot
request their old rooms back for
next fall.
In the past, students filled out
request sheets on which they
could request a residence hall,
roommate, floor and smoking or
non-smoking room. There was
also room on these sheets to
write in the margins, where
many students requested a specific room number.
"We have never formally accepted room requests," J1U Carr,
director of housing, said.
Carr said the office is upgrading its technology by changing
the manual system to a computer
system. She said the old system
is effective and works, but can be

complaints because students fall's requests go, they will have
were not able to know what their the opportunity to enhance and
living arrangements would be make changes to the system.
until August. Carr said the comThough the old system did not
accept specific room
never formally accepted room requests. formally
requests, the new system will not
accept them in any way.
doing anything different then we've

"We have
We're not
done in the past. It's just going to be done by a
computer other than done by people."
Jill Carr, director of housing

She said, however, the new
they can request everything but puter process will take one system is a trade off with stua specific room number. Carr month at best.
dents. In return, they will be getsaid if students write in the marting their housing information in
Carr also said the computer June instead of August.
gins of the scan sheets, the comwill
be
able
to
check
for
available
puter will reject the form.
openings in the student's first
Susan Reichow, freshman spe"We're not doing anything choice of residence halls, unlike cial education major, thinks redifferent then we've done in the the manual process. This will turning students should have
past," Carr said. "It's just going give students the maximum priority over which rooms they
to be done by a computer other number of chances to get in the get.
than done by people."
hall they want, before the system
Carr said the old manual pro- jumps to their second choice of
"We're paying enough [that]
cess method took four months to residence hall.
we should [have priority]," ReiCarr said after seeing how this chow said.
complete, and there were many

Police blotter
a A Mercer Road resident reported March 11 he had received
a bill for more than $40 from a
California phone service, Sweet
Sensations, which he said he had
not called. The man told police he
suspected someone used his
social security number to make
the calls.
a A Napoleon Road resident
reported March 11 her apartment had been broken into and
cash and six packs of cigarettes Food Town Plus Supermarket,
1070 S. Main St., police said.
were missing, police said.
G A student is being referred
□ An unknown male called
McFall Center FViday, threaten- to the Office of Standards and
ing to place a bomb in the build- Procedures after University
ing if he did not get a scholarship police found him allegedly
to the University, according to passed out in an Offenhauer East
police.
television lounge Friday, accordO An employee of Wood County ing to police.
n A vehicle was broken into in
Hospital, 9S0 W. Wooster St., reported Friday a van left the hos- an on-campus parking lot Monpital parking lot with a cement day. Police said a compact disk
parking curb dragging behind it. player, radar detector, speaker
The curb was found at the inter- and rear view mirror were taken
section of Ilaskins Road and from the car.
West Wooster Street, police re"i A union spokesperson was alported.
legedly assaulted by a customer
Saturday while passing out flyers
O Gary P. Wilhelm, 38, Custar, in front of Wal-Mart on South
was arrested for theft Friday at Main Street, police said.

Robbery
Continued from page one.

"We were [also] able to
make a composite from what
witnesses told us," Conner
said.
Although the bank has
reopened, confused customers were surprised to see
the bank temporarily closed
during the investigation this
morning.
A woman who did not give
her name said she had just
put the deposit for her business in the bank.
"Am I worried?" she asked.
"What do you think?"
Mike Bravin, freshman political science and finance

"I know students are thinking
we're taking away something
from them," Carr said.

major, said he was not concerned.
"It's insured. What do I
care?"
Sophomore business major
Dave Wozniak agreed.
"I'm not worried," he said.
"It's a bank. It's safe."

Phone
Continued from page one.

O An employee of the Corner
Grill, 200 N. Main St., reported
someone stole a two-and-a-halffoot-tall gumball machine from
the restaurant Saturday, police
reported.
O Rudolph Galinda, 39, and
Donna F. McGraw, 32, both of
Toledo, were arrested on Interstate 75 Saturday on an armed
robbery warrant from Hancock
County. According to police, Galinda and McGraw allegedly
robbed a woman at knifepoint in
Findlay.
O An intoxicated 26-year-old
man fell and broke his leg in the
100 block of East Court Street
Sunday, police reported.
O Several incidents of vandalism took place in Kohl Hall Monday. According to police, a roll of
toilet paper was set on fire, recycling barrels were taped and a
roll of tape was set on fire and
tossed from a third floor lounge.

Teens

cil's former number from a
phone in that region now will
hear a message saying, "That
number is no longer available in
your calling area."
The service has not been
blocked out in other area codes.
"All I can say is that we're very
upset about this," said Jane
Crites, director of the council.
A block can be put on a number
only if a customer agrees. AT&T
declined comment on whether
the telephone sex service, known
as America's Wildest Telephone
Line, agreed to the block in the
419 area code.
Mrs. Crites said she found out
about the problem recently from
people calling the council's old
number. She said the council had
sent letters to Girl Scout leaders
when the number was changed in
August.

—

Redistricting discussed:
The Student Legal Services board of directors will meet at
8:15 a.m. today in the Taft Room, third floor of the University
Union. The board will discuss strategies in the redistricting issue and will also begin study of a proposal to allow SLS to accept
felony cases.
DBA logo contest:
The Downtown Business Association is sponsoring a logo
contest for the fall Black Swamp Arts Festival.
A $50 prize will be given for the best logo "promot[ing] community celebration of the arts," DBA Director Jim Tinker said.
The words "Black Swamp Arts Festival" must be incorporated
into the design, and it should be suitable to be reduced and increased in size for letterheads and posters.
Natty Threads, 126 E. Wooster St., donated the prize money.
Entries must be in by April 6. They can be mailed to the DBA,
121 E. Wooster St., or dropped off at Natty Threads or Grounds
for Thought, 174 S. Main St.
The festival, scheduled for Sept. 24 to 26, will offer art, live
music, food and children's activities.
Woman sentenced In evidence tampering:
ELYRIA, Ohio (AP) - A judge has ordered shock probation for
a woman sentenced to prison for evidence tampering in the
death of an Ashtabula County asbestos-removal contractor.
Lorain Common Pleas Judge Lynett M. McGough ordered Susan E. Pejak, 44, of Bedford, released Wednesday from the Ohio
Reformatory for Women in Marysville.
She pleaded guilty in September to tampering with evidence
in the police investigation into the death of John D. Sorine, 45, of
Jefferson. She began serving an 18-month prison term Dec. 30.
Authorities said Pejak might have been the last person to see
Sorine alive in a North Ridgeville motel room. He was found in
his room Dec. 17,1990, the victim of an apparent drug overdose.
Pejak acknowledged that she removed drugs and drug paraphernalia from the room before calling for help.
Sorine died just days after he talked about giving information
to the FBI and Internal Revenue Service in a probe of bidrigging allegations involving his business associates.
Violent crimes drop in Cleveland:
CLEVELAND (AP) - The number of children killed in the city
increased to 22 last year from 18 in 1991, while overall crime declined 6 percent for the same period.
Violent crimes, such as homicides, rapes, robberies and aggravated assaults, decreased by 7.41 percent, police reported
Wednesday.
After four consecutive years of increases, homicides decreased from 175 to 166. More than 70 percent of the 1992 homicides are solved.

Continued from page one.

have 28 days to answer the complaint.
He also said there are so many
defendants in this case because,
from the view of the plaintiffs,
each defendant played a role in
the fatal accident.
"They all contributed," he said.
"According to an Ohio Supreme
Court case, [the trustees] have a
duty to police their right of way,"
he said.
According to the complaint,
Keneco, Inc., a wholesale fuel
distribution business, had two
advertising signs, one permanent
and one portable, which allegedly
blocked the teenagers' view at
the intersection.
The complaint charges
Keneco, Inc. with wanton, willful
and gross negligence, as it alleges the company's placement
of signs were a violation of Ohio
Revised Code 5547.04 and also

State and
Local
Briefs

violated a Liberty Township Zoning Ordinance.
At the time of the accident,
Rath was driving south on U.S.
Route 25, at a speed exceeding 70
miles per hour, the complaint
stated.
The complaint further states
that James Thornbury, a police
officer for the Village of Portage,
was in "hot pursuit" of Rath,
"without the aid of a siren signaling an emergency was underway."
The complaint charges the
Village of Portage with wanton,
willful and reckless misconduct.
Caughey said specialists have
studied the March 1991 accident
scene to strenghthen his case.
"We've hired a number of
national experts to reconstruct
the scene of the accident," he
said.

Aggravated assault was the only violent crime that increased
to 3,216 from 3,121, up 3.04 percent. About 65 percent of the aggravated assault complaints were solved.
Nudity legal at nightclub:

AKRON - Topless dancers have been allowed to perform
again at a nightclub after a federal judge ruled the city's antinudity ordinance unconstitutional.
U.S. District Court Judge Sam H. Bell ruled against the city on
Wednesday. Before the court closed for the day, nude dancers
were performing at Chaser's Too, the nightclub that challenged
the ordinance.
Bell said he understood why Akron City Council passed a law
to prevent public nudity but said it did not meet constitutional
tests.
"The impact of Akron's law goes significantly beyond its only
legitimate sweep, combatting the secondary effects of adult entertainment," he wrote.
City Law Director Max Rothal said the city would appeal the
case to the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.

801 & 803 FIFTH

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

BEST BUY FOR YOUR MONEY AND FREE HEAT, TOO!

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

• Large Two Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• Laundry Facility in Building
• Free Heat, Water and Sewer
• 9 and 12 Month Leases Available
• Private Parking

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

• Extra Storage Closets

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

NEWIPVE

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Rentals

328 S. MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)

352-5620

SAFE SEX HELPS SAVE LIVES
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Opponents of WTI arrested
Environmental group members disrupt tour at White House
by Kattierlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Eight opponents of a hazardous waste incinerator in Ohio were arrested in
the White House Thursday after
they disrupted a tour of the
presidential residence.
"Toward the end of the tour, a
handful of people sat down and
started yelling," said Deputy
Press Secretary Arthur Jones.
Greenpeace spokeswoman
Niaz Dorry said the protesters
sat down, linked arms and sang
"We Shall Overcome."
They were arrested on misdemeanor trespass charges, said
Secret Service spokesman David

Adams. They had not yet been said the opponents believe the
arraigned, he said.
administration broke a promise
"We have agents over there to them.
interviewing these people," he
Before giving up his Senate
said. "They'll try to determine seat. Vice President Al Gore
their reason, why they were in asked the congressional inthe White House and what their vestigative arm, the General Accause was."
counting Office, to look into the
Adams said the protesters circumstances surrounding the
identified themselves as mem- issuing of a permit to WTI.
bers of the Tri-State EnvironSwearingen said opponents
mental Council - the group that counted on the new administrahas been fighting the $160 mil- tion to keep the plant from belion Waste Technologies In- ginning operations pending the
dustries incinerator in East results of the GAO probe. But
Liverpool, Ohio.
"Mr. Clinton is trying to abandon
The incinerator is on the Ohio us," she said.
River, near the border with
The Clinton administration did
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. not intervene before a federal
In a news release issued after court permitted WTI to begin a
the arrests, organizer Terri test burn. Maria Romash, Gore's
Swearingen of Chester, W.Va., press secretary, said the new

administration's options were
limited by actions taken in the
final days of the Bush administration.
Greenpeace, which has been
helping the incinerator opponents, identified the people arrested as Swearingen; Joe
Hughes of Pittsburgh; Barb Reed
of Coraopolis, Pa.; Brad Zelinsky
of Ohioville, Pa.; and Joe Hughes,
Beth Goodballet Knapp, Anah
Cation and Dick Wolf, all of East
Liverpool, Ohio.
Adams confirmed the identifications.
The charge of unlawful entry,
trespass and failure to quit carries a maximum penalty of $100
and/or six months in jail, Adams
said.

Officer claims King was on PCP
by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - An officer who stood by
while Rodney King was beaten said the
policeman striking most of the blows turned
to him and - using the slang term for being
high on PCP - shouted, "Look out, this guy is
dusted!"
The testimony Wednesday from Officer
Paul Gebhardt reinforced the defendants'
claim that they believed the motorist was
high on the hallucinogen and that they were
Justified in clubbing him. PCP, or "angel
dust," can give users superhuman strength
and dull their sensitivity to pain.
Gebhardt told jurors he arrived as Officer

S&L bail
out plan
requires
funding

Laurence Powell was striking King with his
baton.
"Officer Powell looked over his right
shoulder and said, 'Look out, this guy is
dusted!" " the witness testified. He said he
assumed from the comment that King was
on angel dust, and he feared King might
have a weapon.
"Any officer with any time on the job
would know the man must be on PCP, acting
like that," he said.
Blood and urine tests on King after the
1991 beating showed no signs of PCP. But
defense lawyers have said the defendants
were entitled to presume he was on PCP because of his behavior.
Powell, Sgt. Stacey Koon and officers
Timothy Wind and Theodore Briseno are on

by Dave Skidmore
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Lawmakers promised quick action
Wednesday on President Clinton's request for $45 billion to
finish the savings and loan
cleanup, with the first votes
coming as soon as next week.
Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr.,
D-Mich., chairman of the Senate Banking Committee said he

trial, charged with violating King's civil
rights.
Prosecutor Barry Kowalski, angrily challenging Gebhardt's story, had the officer Identify himself in a scene on the beating
videotape. The officer acknowledged he
could not see Powell looking over his shoulder.
The tape also showed Gebhardt turning his
back on the beating and walking away.
Asked why he turned his back if he was
afraid of King, the witness said, "I worked
with officers Powell and Wind and Briseno
and I felt safe to turn my back because I
knew they were not going to let a PCP suspect get up."
As Kowalski persisted, the witness exploded.

hoped for a vote from his panel
next week on a "clean bill" a one that appropriates the
money but does not require
changes in the S&L cleanup
agency, the Resolution Trust
Corp.
"It's our intention to move
very, very quickly," he said.
Hoping to head off congressional wrangling over legislatively-required reforms,
Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen has promised a series

of administrative changes
aimed at tightening the RTC's
internal controls and providing
better oversight of the
thousands of professionals
hired by the agency as contract
workers.
In the House, Rep. Stephen
Neal, D-N.C, chairman of the
House Banking Subcommittee
on Financial Institutions, also
wants fast action and is hoping
to schedule a vote by his panel
within the next two weeks.

ITS TIME FOR

ALL DINING HALLS WILL CLOSE
AT 2:00 PM ON FRIDAY, MARCH 19
& REOPEN AT 7:30 AM
MONDAY, MARCH 29.

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

INDIAN RIVERS
702 4th Street
Now Renting
Furnished 27 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room. ▼
•9 & 12 month leases available starting May 15
♦
64, Third st. Apt. 4 *sidert Manager
^^ +
www/

AT

BERRIES AND TOWERS INN
WILL BE CLOSED
THURSDAY, MARCH 18 THRU
MONDAY, MARCH 29.
GALLEY AND G.T. EXPRESS
OPEN 4:30 - MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY, MARCH 28.
CHILY'S EXPRESS
OPEN 9 AM - 2 PM
FRIDAY, MARCH 19.

REMINDER:
IF YOU LOSE YOUR I.D. REPORT IT
IMMEDIATELY TO ANY CASHIER (OR
CAMPUS POLICE AFTER MIDNIGHT)
TO HAVE YOUR QUANTUM 90
ACCOUNT BALANCE FROZEN SO IT
CAN NOT BE ILLEGALLY ACCESSED.
UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891

Pisonello's
BG's Most Aword Winning Pizza

«p*

FR66D6UV6RV 352-5166

Open 1 lam Ftl - Sot • Sun /4pm W«HDflYS

r 1 Item Pizza a 5 Wings*
7" 1 item Pizza & Brcadsticks
T 3 Item Pizza & 2 Pops
5 Wings* a Breadsticks
r 1 Item Pizza, Small Salad a 1 Pop
7" Deluxe (or any S Items) a 1 Pop
-7* Cheese Pizzas (<«. it. so< for both)
Any Large Sub a 1 Pop
Breadsticks, Small Salad and 1 Pop
Large Chef or Taco Salad a 1 Pop

Veur Choice

Allen molestation
investigation to end
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Connecticut Investigators will say Thursday
whether they believe filmmaker Woody Allen sexually abused
his adopted 7-year-old daughter, Dylan, lawyers in the case said
Wednesday.
Allen, 57, was accused of molesting the child last August at the
Bridge water, Conn., home of actress Mia Farrow, Allen's companion and leading lady for 12 years.
After a seven-month investigation during which the investigators saw Dylan describe the alleged sex abuse on videotape, they are expected to release a report at Yale-New Haven
Hospital, the lawyers said.
Tom Urtz, a spokesman for the hospital, said Dr. John Leventhal, director of the Yale-New Haven Child Sex Abuse Clinic, has
been meeting with Allen, Farrow and Dylan since Thanksgiving.
Urtz would say only that when the report is released, it will be
issued to the parties concerned, and it will be lengthy. Allen and
Farrow are expected to be in New Haven on Thursday.
One report, unconfirmed by lawyers who appeared at a
Wednesday hearing in Manhattan's state Supreme Court, said
the investigators would exonerate Allen.
Farrow, 47, and Allen are locked in a custody battle over their
three children: Satchel, 5; Moses, 14; and Dylan. Farrow has
eight other children, some from her marriage to composerconductor Andre Previn.

New safety laws
in Chicago likely
due to hotel fire

by Sarah Nordgren
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Workers pulled
the body of a 16th victim from
the charred rubble of a residential hotel Wednesday as city officials formed a task force to consider strengthening fire regulations.
"When you see a tragedy like
this you have to start thinking
that that's the only way to really
protect them fully," Mayor Richard M. Daley said.
Homeless advocates said tough
new fire codes could put the city's few remaining single-room
occupancy hotels out of business
or make them too expensive for
the poor.
"It does not make sense to
suggest that sprinkler systems
are the answer if it would force
SROs to shut down," said Eric
Rubenstein, president of the city's Single Room Operators Association. "The money simply is
not there."
The fire raced through the
four-story Paxton Hotel early
Tuesday, trapping many residents as they slept. Some residents clung to window sills until
rescued by firefighters while
others leaped to the street below.
Sixteen people were known
dead, and officials feared the toll
could grow. Fourteen of 130 people registered at the hotel were
still unaccounted for, said fire
department spokesman Mike
Cosgrove.
Firefighters carefully picked
through charred timbers and belongings Wednesday, looking for
bodies.
Eighteen people remained hos-

"It does not make sense
to suggest that sprinkler
systems are the answer
if it would force SROs
to shut down. The
money simply is not
there."
Eric Rubenstein, Single
Room Operators
Association president
pitalized Wednesday, four In
critical condition. Most suffered
smoke inhalation, but five were
being treated for broken bones
suffered when they jumped from
windows.
Investigators believe a faulty
electrical cord connected to a
space heater sparked the deadly
blaze in the room of 63-year-old
Cornelius Robinson, police
spokesman Billy Davis said. Fire
officials said they have not completely ruled out the possibility
of arson.
Robinson said he doubted the
space heater caused the fire because it was near his bed, and it
wasn't burning when he awoke
about 4 am. to the smell of
smoke. He fled his first-floor
room in his wheelchair.
The brick building was in compliance with requirements for
fire extinguishers and smoke detectors, Weil said. It was not required to have a hard-wired fire
alarm system.
"It was generally a well-kept,
well-maintained SRO," Weil said.

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge Street
2 bedroom, furnished townhouses

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

$3.50!

' Your choke of wins ««yl« Ix. It on 7" - M< u.

WINGS* 10-5350. 20-S600 . 30-S850 .40-$io°G
MiiD-HOT-aao

FOR FALL 1993
2, 3, 4 person available
Call formore information 352-0717
or stop by at 224 E. Wooster
for our complete listings of our
other apartments near campus!

6 MORE GREAT VALUES!
9 Large 1 Item Pizzas <«. it »1«. p*,piiu)
Veur
1 Urge 1 Item Pizza a SO WINGS
1 Urge 2 Item Pizza a Small 1 Item Pizza
1 X-Urge 2 Item Pizza a 10 WINGS
2 Medium 2 Item Pizzas fat it. 7s<«. perpnui
1 Medium 2 Item Pizza a 20 WINGS
(01»f suOfKt to ch»ng»|
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Choice
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Falcon hockey goes Gynastics head into MAC
championships at EMU
back to Joe Louis
Arena to play LSSU
For most of the Falcon hockey
team, Friday's game will be a
step into uncharted territory as
they face Lake Superior State at
S p.m. at Joe Louis for CCHA
quarterfinal action.
Only five players on the roster,
seniors Paul Basic, Brett Harklns, Ty Eigner, Rick Mullins and
Angelo Libertucci, have experienced playoff action at The Joe.
BG's last Joe Louis appearance
was loss during the 1990 CCHA
finals. The Falcons own a 7-11
[.389] playoff record at JLA, but
trail only Michigan State 7-5 in
the number of CCHA Championships won.
The lack of playoff experience
and the nervousness that comes
with playing in front of a capacity crowd in an NHL building does
not worry head coach Jerry
York.
"Some nervous and some anxiety is good for us," York said. "If
you don't have either one, then
you're not really on the edge of
your seat and ready to play. I
think we can handle it, we're getting better at it"
To answer the lack of experience question, York pointed out
that four of Saturday's goal
scorers were freshman. The
freshman contributed S goals and
4 assists over the weekend. Coupled with Brett Harklns' 4 point [

"Some nervousness and
some anxiety is good for
us. If you don't have
either one, then you're
not really on the edge of
your seat and ready to
play. I think we can
handle it; we're getting
better at it."
Falcons head coach Jerry
York

come in opponents' buildings.
"The mental strength has come
just as strong as our record has
come," York said. "We're on top
of our game right now."

The defending National Champion Lakers stand in the way of
BG extending its winning streak
to six and a final four bid. Lake
Superior finished third in the
CCHA with a 20-5-5 record and
dropped UIC 7-2 and 4-2 in the
first round.
Lake Superior swept the
season series 3-0 with the Lakers
winning 3-1 and 7-2 in Sault Ste.
Marie. The Lakers battled back
to tie the Falcons late in the third
2-2] and Brian Holzinger's and period and won the game 5-4 in
Sean Pronger's 3 point [1-2] overtime on Claude Morin's goal.
weekends, BG stands to make
some offensive noise.
The Lakers are lead by All-CHolzinger will be looking to CHA First Teamer Brian Rolston
add a championship trophy to his with 63 points and 29 goals. In the
current collection that now in- playoff scoring, Rolston is in an
cludes an All-CCHA Second eight-way tie for first place with
Team position and a spot on the 5 points [3-2-5]. Shoring up the
All-Academic Team. The center defense is Second-Team honoree
earned a 3.32 in Pre-Business Michael Smith and Honorable
Administration.
Mention Steve Barnes.
Goaltender Aaron Ellis will
Goaltender Blaine Lacher
make his sixth-straight start in stand tied for third in playoff
net for the Falcons. Ellis stands goaltending, posting a 2.00 goals
sixth in league playoffs, compil- allowed average and a .907 saves
ing a 3.50 goals allowed average percentage. Lacher finished his
and a .885 saves percentage.
freshman season with a 19-4-3
The Falcons have steadily built record, posting a 2.82 GAA and a
confidence from their dismal .889 saves percentage.
3-7-0 start to their current
In the other quarterfinal, Mich19-20-1 record, winning their last igan State plays Ferris State at 8
five games. Four of the wins have p.m.

Stollings is Ms. B-Ball
Ohio's all-time high-school scorer is no ball hog
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Marlene Stollings scores a
lot of points. But she also scores a large point with
those who think she shoots too much.
"It bothers me somewhat when people say I
shoot too much," said Ohio's leading all-time
high-school scorer. "But those people probably haven't been to a game. My field-goal percentage
proves them wrong."
As much for her gaudy 42.5-points per game
average as her 67-percent accuracy on 2-point
shots, Stollings is the 1993 winner of The Associated Press Ms. Basketball award, emblematic of
the best player in the state. The award was announced Thursday.
Stollings, a 5-foot-10 senior from Beaver Eastern
High School, was a unanimous choice as the sixth
annual recipient of the award.
"The main thing Is I want people to remember as
someone who was a good, all-around player and not
Just a scorer," Stollings said. "The scoring stands
out. But I want to be known as someone who cared
about her teammates and the program."
Yes, the points do stand out
Stollings leaves high school as the leading scorer
regardless of gender ever to play prep ball in Ohio.
She totaled 3,514 points in her four years - 556
more than Jay Burson had at New Concord John

Glenn and 526 more than Olmsted Falls' Joanne
Ineman had. And 526 points is a career for most
high school players.
Consider also that she averaged 36.6 points over
her 96-game career. In a day when play is stopped
to present a game ball to those who score the
1,000th point of their career, Stollings scored 1,022
points - as a senior.
Her final year she averaged 42.5 points, 6.1 assists and 8.3 rebounds a game.
Think of her as a gunner? She shot 59.5 percent
from the field, including 67 percent on 2-point field
goals and 46 percent from 3-point range. She also
was an 86-percent free-throw shooter.
But the numbers still don't tell the whetball, Katie Smith, on the Ohio State team beginning this
fall.
Becky Pendell, her coach, attributes Stollings'
success to a determination that set her apart from
others.
"IVe never seen anyone with such a work ethic,"
said Pendell, whose teams have gone 83-13 the last
four years with Stollings in the lineup. "So many
kids say they love the game, they love the game,
they love the game. But she's still different. If
she's not doing something as well as she likes,
she'll work an hour or two after practice on it, then
work on it all weekend. She's just not satisfied unless she's improving."

Give
another chance.
Give blood.

□

Macs for Rent

For rest of this semester
MacPlus$50/MacSE$55
Imagewriter Printers $20
Call 372-7496

for details.

After over three months of
intense training and competition, the gymnastics team enters the closing of their
season with the MAC championships this Saturday at
Eastern Michigan in YpsilantiJW.
At this meet, the Falcons
will try to qualify for the
NCAA Northeast Regional
meet at Ohio State in two
weeks by producing a high
enough score. "We've worked
hard all week to get ready for
this meet," head coach
Charles Simpson said. "We
doubled our workouts on the
beam, since we have the most
difficulty there. We'll wait
and see if that took care of it."
Simpson stated that the
team goals are to move up
from placing sixth out of six
last year, as well as get the
best results the team can on
each event.
"I think moving up won't be
a problem," Simpson said.
"Hitting our routines is our
goal. We'll treat this like any
other meet."
Simpson stated that the results of this meet are highly
unpredictable. Co-captain
Robin Wall agrees.
"Central Michigan is number one in the MAC right now,
but if we hit our routines and
are consistant, we can beat
them," Wall said. "It will all
come down to whoever hits
and whoever doesn't. It's very
unpredictable."
Simpson stated that although there will be leaders
in the individual events, it
will be a team effort the
whole way.
"We'll do it all as a team,"
Simpson said. "Everyone will
be in their best events to help
the team out the most. We've
got potential and strength,
and confidence.
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Elisa Martinclli exhibits strength and grace during her floor routine. See Martinelli and the rest of the Falcon gymnasts this
weekend at Eastern Michigan.

ONU to play in Final Four
by The Associated Press

BUFFALO, N.Y - Rowan has
the best record, UMassDartmouth has the most potent
offense, Augustana has the
highest scorer and Ohio Northern has the stingiest defense, setting up an interesting contest at
this weekend's NCAA Division
III men's basketball final four.
Semifinals Friday will pit
Rowansabainst Augustana and
UMass-Dartmouth against Ohio
Northern. The championship and
third-place games take place
Saturday.
The tournament is beginning a
three-year run at Buffalo State
College.
A wide-open style of play Is expected, since UMass-Dartmouth,
Rowan and Augustana each
averaged more than 80 points a

game this season. Two teams,
UMass-Dartmouth and Augustana, attempted more than 600
3-point shots.
Ohio Northern (26-2) had the
least potent offense of the four
teams, averaging 72.3 points a
game.
But first-year coach Joe Campoli stresses a man-to-man style
that could provide a defensive
chink to the other teams' powerful offenses. Ohio Northern allowed an average of 60 points a
game this season.
Ohio Northern is led by guard
Mark Gooden with 17.9 points a
game and forwards Aaron Madry
with 16.4 and D'Artis Jones with
15.5.
UMass-Dartmouth (25-4) leads
the field with an average of 90.6
points a game. The Corsairs
scored over 100 in eight games,
including 141 in a victory over
Framingham State.

Coach Brian Baptiste's team
brings a 19-game winning streak
into the tournament.
UMass-Dartmouth is the only
team with two 20-point players hi
the tournament. Senior Steven
Hayes averaged 21.9 points -a
game while guard Aaron L^e
averaged 20.5.
Rowan, of Glassboro, NJ., his
the best record at 28-1. The Profs
won their first 18 games this
season, and they have outscored
opponents by an average of 20
points, including a 57-point romp
over William Patterson.
Coach John Giannini's record
is 69-16 in three seasons with
Rowan.
The Profs are led by guard
Keith Wood, who is averaging
17.3 points a game. Center Michael Burden is a Division Itl
leader in field goal percentage fit
67.8 and has averaged 13.9 points
and 7.9 rebounds.

Check out BUFF Apartments
We've Changed!
• All new kitchens
• All new carpet throughout
the apartment
• Air Conditioning
1470 and 1490 Clough
* We have a limited number of new
Columbia Court apartments
available
XS2*

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Wooster
352-0717

Presents...

YESTERDAY'S
•JESTER
Friday and Saturday

And...
Positive Sweat
Next Friday &
Saturday
March 26th - 27th

104 S. MAIN

353-0988
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Cancellation of Interview Appointments
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
in person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete e
cancellation card m the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services DO
NOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule. Cancellations after this ome will be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider carefully employers before signing up
tor interviews.

Bowling Giwn Si ate University
C»r—i Planning and Piacanwii SATVIOM
Campua Racrultmanl Calendar
ForttwwMkaot:
April 12.1993 and April 19,1903

Scheduling On-Campua Interview Appolntmenta: Interview aignupa lor the recrurt■r»g panod April 12-Apnl 22 wril begin with Advanced Job Hunters on Monday. March 29.
1993 at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday
at 4 p m First Choice status members may access the sign up system from 5 p.m. Tuesday
through 4 p.m. Wednesday. All registered students may sign-up beginning at 5 pin.
Wednesday.

No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation pokey win result in immediate suspension
ol your sign-up privileges tor the neit recruiting
period. H you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required ID wrist a letter of
apology K> the employer tor missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with the Manager of
On-Cempus Recruong before scheduling any
additional interviews Any student who "noshows" twice wil be denied Interviewing privileges tor the remainder of the academic year

Inatiuctiona lor accessing
The Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(you must be registered with Reeume Espert)
l.Oal 372-9899.

Notice of Citizenship Requirement* If an
employer is willing to interview international
students, it wilt be noted in the position description.

•—-(You will hear:)
2. If you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the i key If you'd
like lo hear Placement News, press the 2 key
Press the 3 key to see it you have been preI by an employer. Press the 4 key to
i the Alumni VIP Service Press the 5
key to hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (*) key to quit.

Spotlight Presentations- Spotlight presen
tations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organurational philosophy. All students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully
note dales, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations held in the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Services Building using the second
floor, patio entrance. Please consult the calendar for appropriate dates, times and locations.
Additional Placement Services: There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Services Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas in the world of work. Don't become discouraged if your career field is not requested
To assist you In conducting an assertive fob
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling, credential services, fob search workshops, professional development seminars.
career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies in ALL fields.
Registered students are directly referred to
employers In their desired career fields. Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the Career Planning and Placement Services in your final year at Bowling Green State
University.

3 Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
to see if you nave been pre selected by an employer
4. Enter your social security number.
5. Enter the posiDon code for the employer
you'd like to interview (this number is indicated
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
ol the position title).
It you have entered a valid number the system
will say:
You have selected (name ol organization), if
this is correct press the pound (*) key to continue or the star (*) key to choose another organization.
The system will now verify that you meet He
requirements, as specified by the employer. If
you meet the requirements, then you can
proceed. Otherwise, the system will tell you
why you are unable to sign-up with the employer.
6. Press the 1 key for a morning interview.
press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key tor the next available time
(Press either 1.2 or 3)

Monday, April 12
Baby Superstore

II you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (•) key to accept the time, or
press the star (*) key to refect.
II you have pressed the pound («) key. (he
system will say: "An interview has been reserved lor you at (ome)" Press the star (*) key to
schedule another or the pound (») key to return
to stan.
Please note: If you are unable to sign-up tor an
interview, you will be asked whether you wish
to add your name to the waiting list. You must
also submit a Placement Data Sheet for
each wetting list.

Tuesday, April 13
Arrow International
Ohio Edison Company
Century Marketing
Square D Company
Thursday, April 15
Victoria's Secret Stores
Friday. April 1t
OFT Lighting
Wayne County Board of Education
Tuesday, April 20
Case Western Reserve University
Dun A Brad street Information Services

We advise strongly that you listen to Placement News to keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs.

Thursday, Aprt122
Banc One Financial Services
Dietrich Industries. Inc.
Sycamore Community Schools
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

[CENTER FOR CHOICE

• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

JOBS!
Full-time. Part-time.
Co-op/Internship. Seasonal
Collegiate Employ-Net Job Fair
Friday, April 2.1993
Owens Technical College, Toledo
Come to Career Planning & Placement
Services for further information

Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
1-800 <89 6005

Know your limits
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Because LUe Core

•LOSTAppointment Book
Tuet., March 16th
Vicinity West Hall Smokestack
parking lot. Call 372-2606
Contains important mrerk related
information. HELPIIIIM

LOST: Gray Champion sweater (lost al Rec)
with OREGON written in green & yellow across
the front. REWARD OFFERED. Please call
Denise at 352-2227.

SERVICES OFFERED
SK Y DIVE IN BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
Classes starling soon. Student and group discounts. Visa 8 Mastercard 352-5200
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates With Accuracy
Call 352-3987 from SAM to 9PM

PERSONALS
** Soring Break Reminder "
Remember The Quilt and
Play It Sal*
Please Don't Become a Panel I
ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES
Place your order for cap and gown by April 1.
1993. Place your order at the gift counter in the
University Bookstore or by calling 2-2851
Celebrate the 'luck of the Irish" at Campus
Pollyeyes with Green Beer (Mar. 14-20).
Black-N-Tans. Guinness on Tap. and Michael
Shea's on tap11
440 E. Court
"S ig Ep * Dee Gee * Slg Ep ' Dee Gee*
The ladies ol Delta Gamma would like to thank
die men of Sigma Phi Epallon for Kiss 'N'
Carnations. You guys are wonderful'
The Dee Gees
—DELTA GAMMA—
The sisters of Delia Gamma would like to congratulate Wendy Wilkinson on her recent
pearling to Brad Wagnerof Northern Michigan
University
"LISA FRAME LI"
Happy 21sll Hope you have a great birthday
and break' We'll celebrate when we get back'
No more who's going to buy for ual
Love yal Penny
CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
ATTEND ONE OF THESE
INFORMATION SESSIONS:

Bring in this coupon & receive
1/2 off any service with
purchase of any product at
Reg. Price.
W/ Denise Only.

THE WAVE
135 1/2 E. Court St.
353-9283

Expires 4/93

Cheap tickets to Europe' Fly roundtrip Oetroit/Amsterdam on scheduled airline for IUSI
$560 per person, plus taxes! Special "Dutch
Treat" fare applies to departures between Apnl
2 and June 4. Minimum stay. 7 days, max stay
6 months Travel must be on Friday. Tickets
must be purchased by April 15 Nonrelundable
Call Wme Travel in Gr. Rapids (616) 942-5112
or foil-free (800) 2S3-0210
Hey all you 3rd Low Lushes
It couldn't have been St. Party's Day without
the lushes and of course - the Je;k>' Only 363
days M next year Thanks for making it even
better than Cleveland.
You Go Girls
Love. Jenn A Michelle
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED
3-PITCH SOFTBALL-MARCH 30; MEN'S
SNLGS/COED DBLS TENNIS-MARCH 31
ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 P.M IN 130
FIELPHOUSE.
Kappa'Sigma Chi'Kappa'Sigma Chi
Thanks for tie awesome whiffleball season'
Lets do n again next year!
Kappa'Sig Eps'Kappa'Sig Eps
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma thank the
brothers of Sigma Phi Epailon tor the St.
Patnck's Day Kissing Carnations'
KKG • Kappa Kappa Gamma' KKG
KKG • Kappa Kappa Gamma ■ KKG
Congratulations to Karen Janos-New USG
Senator!
1993 KKG Rho Chis: Congrats to Leslie Craig.
Val Mays, Jen Rossero & Lara Stoddardi
Congratulations to Sheilah O'Shea-Asst. Marketing Director of Rush
and to Kellie Lamb-Marketing Director ol Rush
Officers of the Week. Robin Montre & Laurel
Selden
Sister of the Week: Kane Unger
Kappa • Phi Psi • Kappa' Phi Psi
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to congratulate Kathy Kostat and Brian
Romanchok on their recent lavalienng.
Live music every Wednesday A Saturday,
9:30-12.30! Come check us outM
Campus Pollyeyes 440 E. Court 352 9638
if.,-,.

Congratulations on getting into M.CO.I We are
so proud of you.
Love.
Tammy and Julie
RECREATIONAL SPORTS SPRING BIATHLON
The biathlon includes a 1/2 mile swim and a
SK run. Awards & prizes'
Male/lemakvco-ea/ieam entries Sign up at
the Field House (Intramural Office) Deadline is
Apnl 7th. For more information call 372-7482.
STUDENTS FOR DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP
would like to wish everyone a greal Spring
Break'
We're looking for 2 male roommates for the
summer. Rent is low and the house is near
campus For details call 372 4837 or
372-1148.

WANTED

PLEASE NOTE THESE TIME CHANGES
1-3 subleasers needed for Summer '93
2 bedroom apartment, air conditioned.
353-4627. ask for Kim or Teri.

TUE.MAR30-9PM©116BA
WED.MAR31 9PM6M16BA
DELTA SIGMA PI

Christian male roommate wanted.
$100 per month.
353-3434 ask for Dave.

BigShen,
Congratulations
on your new office I
I'm so proud of you I
Love, your Lil'

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet there
anytime for only $169 from East Coast. S229
from Mktwest (when available) with AIRHITCHI
(Reported in Lets Go' S NY T irtves )
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.

Female roommates to share house for "93-"94
school year (own room). Rent is $155/monlh »
utilities. Call Ahoa at 353 0' 30
Need 1 female roommate to sublease for
summer. Rent is $207.50. No deposit. Please
call Tara at 353-4301
WANTE D Toyota. 1 owner truck or car
MustbeAUTOMATICI
8652737.

HELP WANTED

Toledo
Medical
Services; Inc.1

24 IIK. PHONE SERVICE

$200 $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREEInformaoon-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright SOH029450
Dancers - Now Htnng
Must be 18 $ over. Will tram. Can make up to
$i000A*eekly. Come see our show. Fireplace
Lounge. Port Clinton. OH (419) 734-9051. ask
tor Tom.

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates

EASY ASSEMBLY any hours, $339.84 week.
family of 3 earns $4417.92 monthly. FREE In
tormation-24 Hour Hotline 801-379-2900. Copynght«OH029452.

All Services Strictly Confidential

HELP WANTED
Become one of the HIGHEST PAID Student
Employees on campus I Sel your own hours
and gain VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN
SALES! Apply at 214 West Hall or call
3722608.

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio

1-800-367-2036
885-5700

Now hiring. All positions - All shifts - Flexible
hours. Apply in person al Denny's in North Baltimore.

Locally owned & opera ted
Open€ very Night Till 1 1 IM

SPRING RATES

When
your
comb
won't
cooperate,
our's will.

LOST & FOUND

Abortion to 17 Weeks

Body Wright in Pound*

425 €. LUoost er

AGD-AGD-AGO
To all thoALPHA GAMS who are heading
south: live it up. tan your bods, and party smart'
Enjoy the week, cause it will go fast'
AGO'AGO'AGO

Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Chart for Kesponslble Drinking

1
2
3

JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
Deadline Mat* 19
Forma in 302 and 319 West Hall

Delta Zela - Delta Zeta
The sisters ol Delta Zeta like to wish everyone
8 fun md safe Spring Break.

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
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ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ■ ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA
The sisters ol ALPHA GAMMA DELTA would
like to wish everyone a fun and safe Spring
Break' It's finally here!
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ' ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA

CAMPUS EVENTS

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

Dnnks

SIGMA CHI
ALPHA GAMMA OELTA
Th* Gr*** WHt SlMonfl Commute* mania
you tor your help in making the Spaghetti Onner a aucotul
SIGMA CHI
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

CASEWORKER
full time permanent position available for bilingual caseworker to determine eligibility for
public assistance. Must be able to read, wnte
and speak Spanish fluendy Additional qualifications include successful completion ol two
years of post-secondary education, including
al least one course each in English, Math,
Social Work. Public Relations and Interviewing. Must have good organizational skills and
be able vt handle a fast pace atmosphere.
Send resume and transcript to CASEWORKER, P.O. Box 679. Bowling Green, Oho
43402 by March 29.1993.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

12monfh leases starting May 15.1993:
605 Fifth Apt A-4 Br $580 00 S UN.
60S Fifth Apt B-2 Br.- $310 00 ft. UK.
609 Fifth SI. - 2 Br. Hous*-$440 ft Unl
Steve Smith 352 8917
2 Bedroom furnished apartment available
August '93, near campua. Laundry facilities
on premise*. Only $370 month
Call 3S3-5IO0 9-4 p.m. or leave massage
Apartment Price* Lowered!
Carty Rental* * 352-7365
Very close to campu*
Oftlc. located 316 E. Marry (310-5.

Painters wanted, expenenced or will train.
Cleveland area. Interviewing over Spnng
Break Call 216-946-8271. ask lor Tom

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo 12 mo., ft summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases
3523445

Summer Employment
Ohio Motorisl Association ■ AAA has summer
positions available in our Auto/Travel Department. Must have a working knowledge of major
U S. highway systems and excellent communication skills. Candidate should be available to
tram during Spring Break. Our offices are located in the Greal Cleveland area - Lorain.
Mentor. Norwalk and Solon. Call (216)
361-6016 or send resume to AAA. Human Resources, 6000 S Marginal Rd, Cleveland, OH
44103

Apartments - Clean, spacious, 2 bdrm, turn
w/dishwaaher Most utilities paid' Call
354-0401 or 823-6015 lor into
Apt. to sublease for the Summer.
$325.FREE CABLE
Call 352-1711.

Summer help wanted. Expenenced bar persons and wait/esses Rumrunners in the Flats.
Call for an appointment (216) 696-6070 and
[216)885-5063.
Telemarketing positions now available. Must
be reliable and motivated guaranteed
$425/hr • commission. Minimum of 15
hounvweek. Evenings and weekends required. Appty Monday through Friday after 4
pmai113N.Mam.
Ebsco Telemarketing Service
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINQ-Earn
$2.000./month -world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday. Summer and Career employment available No experience
necessary. For employment program call
1 206-634-0468 e»t C5544
Customer Sales/Service
$8.2510 start
Work FT or PT 10-40 hrsAvk. Flex, schedule
around classes. Start at entry level wr career
advancemeni available. No doorto-door or
telemarketing No exp. needed. College scholarships awarded Interview at main office and
work locally. Application info -419-321-5365
WANT A GREAT SUMME R JOB?
Work for College Pro Painters and earn the
best wages and benefits around. Work on the
east side of Cleveland Call Charles Kolm at
(216)291-2865.
Want sales experience before you graduate?
Come torn The BG News Sales Staff
Fnpy a flexible work schedule, opportunities
for advancement, lots of money, resume material. Call 372-2606 for details or stop by 214
West Hall for an applicatkxv

FOR SALE
1986 Pontiac Grand Am.
3530546. ask lor Beth.

Carty Rentals ' 352-7365
2 and 6 bdrm. apis. 93-94 school year. 9 ft 12
mo. leases. Reasonable summer rales. Office
at 316 E Merry S3 Open 10-5. Call for into or
app'
'
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD ST.
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94. 2BR ft 1BR
UNITS. WELL-MAINTAINED, FULLY FURNISHED. SCHOOL YEAR ANO 12 MO.
LEASES. REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTIllTtS INCLUDED. ACT EARLY. PHONE
352-4988
Houses for Rant
12 mo. leases-May or Aug
Tenant pay utilities -1 mo dep.
734 Elm. 4 bdrm., 2 bath. $700/Aug.
217 S. College, 3 bdrm, $5S0YAug.
233 W. Merry, 4 bdrm., with loft. $660/Aug.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330. or 354-2854
Houses. 1 ft 2 bdrm. apt*.
9 month, year and summer leases.
352-7454

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E WoosterSI
(across from Taco Bell)
SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS
Over 500 units with
Super Locations
CALL
354-2260
One Bedroom Apartment
Available 6/1193
Furnished, $310rmonth
located near campua at 213 East Po*
Road, laundry fadlitla* available
Call Vlckl 353-5800

$2000. Call

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEI2ED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting $50
FREE lnformaion-24 Hour Hotline.
801 -379-2929 Copyright »OH029410

R.E. Management
"Qualify Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(n*xl» Kinko's)
352-9302
Stop in for a complete
Summer ft Fall Housing List'

IBM Compatible. 16 MHZ, 14" VGA Monitor,
41 Meg Hard Drive, 9 Pin Printer, lots of software, big cabinet w/chair. AH for $780 (neg).
20 gallon aquanum w/ all accessories $95
(neg). Call 352-8671 anytime.
New Giant Racing Bike. Look Pedals, Profile II
bars. FloLne saddle. Cateye Micro Pump ft
Bottle cages Worth $800. sen for $500.
372-7469 After 6 call 843 2591 (Frank).

Single female room, private bath, cooking facilities Quiet residential area 1 mile from campus. 12 month lease starting in May. No pets
No smoking. $195/mo. includes utilities. Call
352-1832 or 352.7365.
Special Spring Rates
Spring semester leases.

FOR RENT

2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse

1 bdrm. apt. in house, avail. May 26 tor 12 mo.
leas*. 1 block from campus - 2 blocks from
downtown. Ideal for grad student or couple.
354-5392 after 5 pm

Village Green Apartments
354-3533
Sublease turn. 1 bdrm apt. $285 plus electric
352 3595

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND
MID AM MANOR
'NOW RENTING'
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and water
included, air conditioning
Resident Manager
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-43*30

MARCH MADNESS
IS HERE AGAIN
PONT GET UP WE'LL
GET IT FOR YOU.
STEAK SANDVVICHES.CHICXEN WINGS &
•COLD BEER DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

KAPPA DELTA
Welcomes their Spring Pledges!
Chnuy AJderton
Kotrtno Bremen
B«v«ly Buteton

^g^
(f\TrKT\i
N^^f

Heather Coffee s^t^T
Metaa FaUca

*<■> K™1
Rachel SrtNcan*
"To** Wton
Wtany

*"*

^^ty^m^ *•"* *«"•»

"call for prices and brands available

^

DON'T FORGET OUR
mUY-O/fRY/SODAor
12 VMNGS/FRY/SODA or
SPECIAL/ FRY /SODA
for only $5 buck*,
Just as* for It,

Tereta Hancirk

SbUae. jo*, tlte. Uiy/ta&t!

|

$5.00 MEAL PEAL |

551-7768®
552-$ POT
125 EAST COURT • DOWNTOWN,BC
FAST FREE PELIVEKY/OREN LATE 7 PAY8

|

I
I

!

Matey, Marck it, lt?3
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Alumni put on grand 'Affair'
Toledo bandfeatured on MTV's 'Basement Tapes' to visit BG
From that point on the band
members worked their way
through college by playing gigs in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
University Union and various clubs
and bars around town. Gradually its
popularity expanded to Include
dates In places as far away as New
Orleans and the entire East Coast.
The band is presently concentrating on "developing a market
closer to home," according to Edwards. Generally most of their
shows are centralized around Ohio,
Canada, Michigan, and as far out
as Wisconsin.
by Dorian Halkovich
"We want to stay more localized
lnsid«r staff writer
so we can get more accomplished
Is everyone ready to get out of
with newer records," Edwards exhere for a week of fun, relaxation
plained. "When you travel a lot, It
and a holiday from classes? I
eats away too much time."
thought so! Still, no one wants to
The Affair Is a three-member
think about what is in store once
band that covers such favorites as
Spring Break is over and the grind Journey's "Any Way You Want
begins again. After all, once Spring It" and Led Zeppelin's "Misty
Break is over it's downhill from
Mountain Top." Their diversified
there, right? Not necessarily. Bowl- song list offers a little bit of everying Green is continuing to showthing, Including originals, to please
case up-and-coming bands as well even the most sceptical listeners.
as local favorites to help ease late
"Our music Is pretty mainstream
semester tension. The Affair, a
... kind of an FM-oriented rock,"
Toledo-based band, is making an
said Edwards. "We're not a heavy
appearance at Easy Street Cafe, on metal band and you won't hear
Wednesday, March 31.
Megadeth or anything, but we're
The band has been playing for
right In the middle ground."
more than a decade since its
The band consists of Edwards,
humble beginnings in Bowling
guitarist-vocalist John McAfee and
Green in 1979.
drummer-vocalist Brett Hardln.
"I had a keyboard player who
According to Edwards, it's a
was my partner, and we decided to "three-piece band that sounds like
put together a band," said bassist
six."
Steve Edwards.
"It's great to play in a three-

ROCK GOSSIP FROM
THE BLACK SWAMP

by Dave Baskind
The Incredible College of Musical
Knowledge

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA
1234 N. Main St.

3M-0558

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

>

Monday thnj Fiidly: ahaaa)
• Uul al appro! iiraaaly 4 p m
Saturday * Sunday: Full Sohadula
LaM Show. Fri. * Sat. ONLY
TEENAGE MUTANT MNJA TURTLES ■ - PC
1:15.3:15. 5:15, 7:15.130
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Lots to discuss. First,
hopefully many of you are
reading this as you are on
your way to your Spring
Break destination. If so,
honk now. May your time
away be chock full of pleasant memories and many a
moment to forget. Next, it's
March Madness time. As this
is being written on a chilly
Monday mom, let me take
the time to wish the Lady
Falcons all the best In the big
show, baby (thanks to Dick
Vltale there). As for the 64
men's teams...Congrats to
Brenis, shtuppin' ahead
(how do you spell that?). Oh
yeah, a slightly belated Congrats to HKand Miml. All
the best to you two. And, in

>*t»

Kirk Pavelich
MANAGING EDITOR
Jane Kilgore
ART DIRECTOR
Laurel Pajer
STAFF WRITERS
The Affair

conclusion, 'Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical
Knowledge' knows that this
is the right time to get rid of
some reminders of the past
and to think ahead to our futures (spring cleaning, It's
called).
Onward to music. Let me
begin by proudly adding Lisa
Sutyak's name to the evergrowing winner's list here at
"The College.' Lisa was able
to identify one of Eddie Rabbltt's big hits (she chose "I
Love A Rainy Night," as did
many others). (As a side
note, we've only had one
male winner this semester.
Where are you guys??)
In the three-plus years I've
been doing this quiz thing,

l\ W*,w .-

\/,

FALLING DOWN H
Uk9uwl Oouglai. Aocan Ouoal

llaaVllllaVMiMMrtM
•Shows will change Friday * MJ PASSES

Come see us before Spring Break for
food items for your pets.
Crickets for your lizards
1055 1/2 N. Main St.

Dave Baskind
Curt Conrad

piece band because you can't have
one weak link and have it sound
good," he emphasized. "We're
into quality from the sounds to the
vocals to the tones."
The Affair is often aired on
104.7-FM, and appeared on
MTV's Basement Tapes in
1985 when their release, "Read
My Lips." This single was shown
with videos by Extreme and
Henry Lee Summer, who were
then unsigned acts. The group also
has opened for such bands as The
Romantics, Steel Heart, Living
Colour and Bonham, and are
presently negotiating to play a festival In Toledo with another
national act who has not yet been
verified.
In 1989, The Affair took the
Soviet Union by storm during a

■»aEr SHOP
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INSIDER

Vacation blocks
352-4048

three-week tour as one of the first
Western groups allowed to perform there. During this tour/the
band performed and recorded a
freedom anthem for the Baltic Republic of Lithuania.
Over Its extensive and somewhat
unusual career, the group produced two albums and Is currently
working on their third.
Despite their busy schedule,
The Affair Is bringing to Bowling
Green a "pretty danceable rock
show for everyone who's out partying," Edwards said.
So if coming back to school is
going to bring on the blues, why
not go out and party with The Affair? Hey, it would be supporting
University alumni, right? If things
go well at the show, the band will
be back on April 28 to party again!
one common thread has
been that no one writes in for
the quiz before Break. Let's
break the Break Jinx this
year. It's an easy chance for
you to win a FREE Finders
promo cassette AND a FREE
3-item medium pizza from
CarlyCheena's.Whata
deal!!!
This week, T means it's
time for Spring Break, tonsil
hockey, Tequilla, Tampa,
tossing aside some of life's
dally hassles, tournament
(hoops) andThe Tubes.
Yes, this S.F. bay-area band
planted a song In the Top 10
about a decade ago. What
was The Tubes big Top 10
1983 smash hit? If you know
it (and I know you do), just
send your entry to 'Dr.
Dave's Quiz' 210 West Hall
or drop It in the vacationready wooden box in 214
West Hall before Monday,
April 5 (that's so much time).
Valuable prizes await YOU.
Keep a stiff upper lip, don't
take any wooden nickels,
look both ways before crossing the street, don't take any
candy from strangers (I mean
that) and have a Joyous
Spring Break. Adieu.

Courtney B. Gangemi
Dorian Halkovich
David Huffman
Jason Hunt
Melinda Monhart
Mary Okom
Jacqueline Porter
Scott Rowe
Ross Weitzner
STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER
Jason Kamykowski
PRODUCTION
ASSISTANTS
Butch Phillips
Darrick Ross
Karen Scheuer
Eric Schmenk
COPY EDITOR
Nikki Floras

Insider Magazine Is
published every Friday
during the academic
year by the Board of
Student Publications of
Bowling Green State
university.
Opinions expressed
by columnists do not
necessarily reflect the
opinions of Insider
Magazine.
Insider Magazine
and BGSU arc equal
opportunity employers
and do/ript discriminate
In hiring practices.
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M4n.Marck1t.1ffS
group's listeners. No disappointments can be found on the
new album as each track Is independent and for the most part
different than the others on the
album. Listening to the album conjures up images of slam dancing
(what MTV calls "pushing") and
raw naked perversion of the mainstream.
The new album Is well produced
thanks to Led Zeppelin-tte John
Paul Jones. He even plays bass on
one track titled "The Ballad of the
Butt hole Surfers
Independent Worm Saloon Naked Man." Fans familiar with
the erratic style of the band will be
Capitol Records
pleased that the Buttholes haven't lost any feel for pushing their
At last the Butthole Surfers
have released a new LP. Not since music past the edge and off the
cliff.
1987, when the semi-legendary
album Locust Abortion TechThe band's success on the Lollanician came out have the Butth- palooza tour has led to a recent
oles released a complete LP full of signing with Capitol Records, the
new material. Their latest attempt label Independent Worm Saloon was released on. Now that
at musical melodies for the mallthey are trapped by the corporate
clous is titled Independent
Worm Saloon.
bean counters we can only hope
they don't end up as guest hosts on
The new album is full of typical
Butthole Surfer music, which is MTV's Alternative Nation with
to say nothing that Is musically typ- Mistress Kennedy.
-Mike Beavin
ical. The new tracks contain the
constantly garbled lyrics, distorted
instruments and driving beat that
Moth Macabre
have become familiar sounds to the
Moth Macabre

Interscope Records
It's said imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery. Well, attention all
Pixies fans. Now that the Pixies
have broken up, you're probably
searching for a band to fill the psychotic pop void that they left behind. Moth Macabre's self titled
debut album is the substitute.
The band sounds almost exactly
like the Pixies. Black Francis
might be angry that they sound so
similar but he should be proud of
the tribute they pay the Pixies.
Moth Macabre Is an aggressive, brash, literate album. The
songs range from the punk angst
"All Great Architects Are Dead" to
the soft (in relative terms) California pop "Malibu." Lead guitarist,
vocalist and songwriter Daniel
Presley dreams up some intense
songs about lost continents, selfmutilation and the link between
surf songs and fossil fuel use.
Notable songs on the album include "All Great Architects Are
Dead," a song about Chicago's
glass and steel monuments of noth
ing. "Amazing" Is a love song between a book and Its reader with
the book as seducer. These are my
favorite but the Moth Macabre is
full of quality material.
Moth Macabre serves up a fantastic album for the alternative ear.
A comparison in the style of the
SAT would go as follows, "NutraSweet is to sugar as (fill in the
blank) is to the Pixies." Moth
Macabre is definitely the best answer in the multiple choice world of
music.
-Scott Rowe

amount of money that none of you
who have moved your butt to the
cut have the slightest idea who it's
by.

After you listen to the familiar »
"James Brown is Dead" cut you'll
likely be disappointed by the lack of
variety contained on this album.
There's no doubt all of the songs
The answer is the Los Angeles
have the same energy and excitebased duo LA. Style, and the be- ment of the first cut, but the pulsatfore-mentioned song is featured on ing, driving beats that are contheir soon to be released debut
tained in that first cut don't change
album, also entitled LA. Style
a bit as you go through the album.
The group, which features rapper Not that It's bad. When you're on
Frans Merkx (F/X) and vocalist
the dance floor swearing you don't
BiBi, won't exactly go down In the really care what the music sounds
record books as lyrical geniuses.
like, as long as it makes you move.
But hey, the purpose of their music And LA. Style definitely knows
is to get you moving on the dance
how to make you move.
floor so good lyrics aren't really a
prerequisite.
-KirlcPavelich

LA. Style
LA. Style
Arista Records
Step into a bar like Cassidy's or
Uptown any weekend night and
nine times out of ten you'll hear the
the techno smash "James Brown is
Dead." It's got that good, steadydriving, up-tempo techno mix that
will give you a better workout than
any of those early morning ESPN
fitness shows. But I'd wager a fair

LA Style

THANK YOU!
Moth Macabre

«&J£&

Kappa Delta would like to thank
the following businesses for their
generous donations for Jail-n-Bail
WAL-MART
PISANEULO' S
SUBWAY
Thanks to everyone who
participated in .Jail-n-Bail
and made it a big success.
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In 'Falling,' best D-FENS is to be offensive

0 Ukli*

by David Huffman
Insider Mc /ie Critic

In Falling Down Michael Douglas plays a man desperately In need
of a stress management course. It's
the hottest day of the year. His wife
has divorced him. His boss fired
him. He's stuck In traffic. And perhaps worst of all, he's living with
his mother again. No wonder he
snaps and becomes a crazed vigilante Identified by the police by his
Jlcense plate, D-FENS.
The preview for Falling Down
focuses on the lighter s'de of the
film and makes Douglas out to be

some kind of heroic, albeit psychotic, consumer rights activist. Wh'le
this Is unquestionably an important
part of the story, the preview does
not properly prepare the unsuspecting ticket buyer for the film
he or she is going to see.
Falling Down is a dark and violent film in which Douglas does not
merely complain about his hamburger not looking like the idealized
display photograph - he is a man
completely unhinged, as If his years
of socialization have suddenly become undone. He is no longer able
to differentiate between right and
wrong, and he begins to make up
his own rules as he goes along,
picking up Increasingly larger and
more powerful weapons.
D-FENS' violent quest to get
"home" for his daughter's birthday
is fascinating and sometimes challenging to watch. From his first
outbreak in a Korean man's store,
D-FENS crosses the line from
standing up for his own rights to
violating the rights of others. As his
"propensity for violence" surfaces
and grows, D-FENS progresses
from a mildly comical character to
a terrifying psychotic who could

Michael Douglas goes over the edge In • scene from 'Falling Down.'

possibly be planning to kill his exwife (Barbara Hershey) and child.
The terrific opening traffic scene
establishes the flashy style
ofFalling Down, making It director Joel Schumacher's most visually Interesting film next to his Flatliners. However, HkeFlatliners,
such attention was paid to the shot
composition and camera move-

: VIDEO SPECTRUM
• B.G.'s Video Superstore with over 15,000 Movies
OWN ALL THE FUN!
WHOOP! GOtDBtRG

SISTER
ACT

ment that the screenplay was ignored, creating major weaknesses
in the film.
Chief among these weaknesses
is the entire subplot concerning
Robert Duvall's character, a retiring police lieutenant. This poorly
constructed string of cliches bogs
down the rest of the film. Duvall is
stiff and uninteresting as he spends
a great deal of his screen time acting opposite a phone as he talks to
his neurotic wife (a very haggard
Tuesday Weld).
Another problem with the film Is
one of Its assets. Falling Down
browbeats Its audience with its
themes of urban frustration and disillusionment with the American
dream as It throws around every
possible kind of stereotype and
punctuates them with Images of
the American flag. While these tactics are heavy-handed, they also
benefit the film by providing an unrelenting tone that occasionally
makes the film uncomfortable, but
compelling to watch. The most notable of these scenes Involves
D-FENS's run-In with a neo-Nazi,
Falling Down is a movie that is
split down the middle between excellence and mediocrity. To use my
favorite Rex Reed-Ism: Parts of It I
liked. Other parts I Just didn't like at
all. However, Douglas' performance and the excellent look of the
film outweigh Duvall's and the
script's Incompetence and make It
worth seeing.

From the Editors
Finally. Spring Break has
arrived and It couldn't have
come at a sooner time. Time
to get out of this place, go
somewhere warm to soak up
the sun and Just get away
from the rigors of school for
a week. We don't know
about you but the tense environment currently prevalent
In the offices of The BG
News has us ready for a vacation.
Next Item of business, our
apologies for the short and
sweet version of this week's
Insider. It seems most advertisers don't believe In buying space for the weekend
before Spring Break. So If
you were checking out our
pages for a feature story, the
movie quiz, the top ten lists,
or even the soap opera
summaries, don't fret.
They'll all be right back
where they belong for our
next issue, slated for release
on April 2.
What can you read about
in this week's Insider you
ask? Well, our vaunted film
critic David Huffman takes a
look at the new Michael
Douglas film Falling Down
in case you want to check It
out over your one week
break. Also, staff writer DorIan Halkovich previews
Toledo based band The Affair, which Is set to Invade
the bars of BG after our return from vacation.
Be on the lookout next Issue for our transformation
Into Hot Rod Magazine for a
week. Automotive writer
Ross Weitzner details why
you should continue working
hard In school and how If
you do you can do anything
you want. Like make tons of
money and drive a BMW
850 Cl. So If high performance cars spark your Interest
whatsoever, be sure to check
out the April 2 edition of In-

sider.
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210 N. Main
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Overnight

112 E. Washington
352-4171
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GENERAL TITLES
HOURS: Open Daily
Until 11:00 p.m.
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Start your break
off Right!
Rock to the Sounds of

BLACK ONYX
Friday March 19 & Saturday March 20
pinball - video - pool - air hockey

